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1711tbJ_%TCo" Hydrogen Ingress in Titanium*
DiMt &Peaial 8.G0. Pond

ABSTRACT

A Poftntiostafc pulse technique was used tr. study the ingress of The diffusion/trapping model has been developed for two
hydrogen in tianium (pure and grade 2) in an acetate buffer Hly- casesi (1) d'ffus~on control. In which the rate of hydrogen Ingress
drogen ingress did not occur with pure titanium, indicating that is controlled by diffusion in the bulk metal, and (2) interlace con-
the surface oxide is an effechive bamrn. to hydrogen emily. In con- trol. inl which the rate of ingress is controlled by the flux acoes the
t-ast, the data far Ti grade 2 (UNS 4 " R5040) were shown to fita interface.' For a hilm-covered metal or a&Noy. the interface control
model for hydrogen diffusion and trapping, allowing values to be model has been found to be applicable in all cases so far. Accord-
determined for the irreversible trapping constant (k) and the flux wig to this mo~del, the Ita;~ charge passed out is given In nondi-
of hydrogen into the metal. Two values of k were obtained. de- mensiorial formby
pending on fte I*el of hydrogen present in the metal. The den -
sity of :revers bie traps calculated fromkA for low hydrogen levels Q'A)11'R1 - e-14r(iR) -(11 - 1/(2R)erf\'Aj) (1)
suggests that the principal irreversible traps may be interstitial
nitrogen, but grain boundanies are another posalbldy~. The addi- Th nondimensiornal terms are defined by 0 - q4FJ1(yjk,)j and
banal trapping constant obtained for high hydrogen levels isF - Q.t, where q is the damensionalized chtarge- In C m-2, F iste
6*uught to be associated with hydride formlation The ioverslte Faraday conistanlt. and J is the Ingres flux in "4MaA- 2-s'-. The
trapping constants for Ti grade 2 are consistent with Nts suscepti- charge q'(z) corresponding to 0(rz) is equated 0) the charge (q,)
bilt fy to hydrogen embrittleflment re~ltive to that of other slloys. The associated with the experimental anodic transients. k. is an appur-
results demonstrate that multpipe i"reversible traps can be distin- *nt trapping constant measured for irreversible traps in the pres-
guished by uiaing the ddtfuaionlrra~sping model. ence of reversible traps and can be expressed by K(D.IL) Moore

KEY WORDS: hydrogen ingress, hydrogen diffusion, hydrogen It is the Irreversible trapping constant. D. is fth apparent diffusiv-
trapping, potentwastatic. titanium 'tY. and OL is the tIce" difuelvit of hyL-"gen in the metal.

Data for the anodic charge (q.) were obtained by Integration
INTRODCTIONof the current transients for different charging times and wore fitted
INTRDUCIONto Equation (1) to determine k. and J_ Values of these two param-

eters can be used to cakculate the charge (q1) Irreversibly trapped
Structural heterogeneities in a"y are potential trapping sites for given nonclimens~ionally by
diffusing hydrogen, and the interaction of hydrogen with these trap

stscan render the aloy Susceptible to hydrogen ernbrrttlement 01 - I % - 11(2 %'Riledf\ + 0 A(2)
Hydrogen ingress in various iron- and nickel-basie alloys has re-
cently boen studied usingy a potentiostatic pulse tehniqu in whiich
a test elcrode is charged with hydrogen at a Constant potential The chailrge associated with the entry of hydrogen onto the metal
(E,~) for a time (t). 1- The potenbWa is then Stepped to a more poo. (q,) can be determined from its nondimenslonal form of 0., -

Itive value. Ex (10 mV negative of the open-circurt potential), and N. R by using the derived value of ke. The datia for q,. qT. and the
an anodic current transient is obained. By using an appropriate cathodic charge (q.) carn then be used to obtain two ratios:
diffusioniltapping modell' to analyze toe datas. it was possibl to (1) i~hOq, cortespofdiiig to the fraction of hydrogen in the metal
determine trapping parameters for these alloys The technique and thut is trapped, and (2) qL,/qc. representing the traction of charge
model have now boen alpplied to titanium in both the pure arid associated with hydrogen entry during the charging step The ratio
grade 2 formsl to obtain the hydrogen Ingress characteristics anid qrq., is independent of potential because each component has
Owen to compare Vie trapping capability of titanium witti previouslily the same dependcence on flux. wtiereas "~/q generally exhibits
studied alloys in terms of their susceptibility to hydrogen some variation with potential.
embrttiement. The density of tirreversible trap particles (N,) can be obtained

directly from the apparent trapping constant (k.) by using a model'
based on spherical traps of radius d:

Submied 1w pibkabori Mairci¶ 10 m rveet lom'i. Sopemsitv~ 10900N .14&, 3
Vatenaft K~nesorn LAabortoy. SAI fin wnrtionasl 333 Fleveneww Am, N,- eJ4n 2D) 3
Park CA 94OMS

"PUNS vurira are hoMe in Met"d sWi A"~1k Uinf ILirilf NumbtnnQ System. where a Is the diameter of the me~at atom The calculation of N,
lx-AW~d by an Sccsety o4 Auqtamov Engineers (SAE) wo arvmopwoned by WeC requires a value for d, and therefo re a knowledge of potential irre-
Arinerlcwn Sac" tOa Te"iMV 1448t Isieu tAs-rsl versible traps in terms of fth dimensions of heterogeneiies in fth

0010-9312/911000031/93300/0
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alloy of a rterest Th. dorninant crevensible triO can then be Identl- 0.4
Soed by comparing the trap density with the concentrations of po-
fential tape in tie alloy.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
0.3

The composition of Ti grafe 2 prow~e by the manufacturer
was as follows: 0.021 C. 0.17 Fe. 0.007 N. 0.16 0. <0.0050 H.
with the balance being Ti. The titnium specrnen was 99.99 per-
wet pure. Both grades of titanium were supplied in the form of 0

112.7-mmn diametier rods ari were used in the as-received condi-
Von. The yield strength of the as-received! Ti grade 2 was given as
380 MPa.

Details of toe electrochemlical cell! and Instrumentationi hae"
been given prewlously.' The 6Ms ele hc rids aconsisted of a 5-cm 0.1
length of rod in a polytertaftuoroetiylene sheath so that only the
plwana nd surface was exposed to the electrolyl The surface
wast polishe with SIC paper followed by 0.05-*aLm alumina powder
before each tes to remove metal previously exposed! to abs~re
hydrogsn. The electrolyte was an acetate buffe containing I M0 .- ' '

scticacidmand I M sodium ao~etswith t 5ppm As,0 3 . The etec- 0.0 05 1.0 1.S 20 2 S
tro"y was desarrated with argon for 1 hour before measurements
began mid throughout data aciqusltion. The potentials were mea- FGRn..vi ravn o ueWnrni ctt fe.rsured with respect to a saturated calometl electrode (SCE). ANUR 1 ;E 087Vc. Anhdi fulransienoorpr ifaw isnocter shown r.t
tests were performed at 22 =2'C.

The tes electrodes was charged with hydrogen for charging________________
tim~es from 0.5 So 50 a for each Ec. Anodic currenit transienrtsee0
obtained for each chargin time over a range of overpotenualls ('I
- E, - E.g) The Openi-circuit potential (E.~) of the We electrode
was sampled Immiediately before each Charging time an was also 4
used to monitor the stability of the surface film.

RESULTS *.

Pure Titanium
A tipi"a anodic current transient is shown or, Figure 1. The

enodic chrge was Invanrian with tc. wihis not predicted by the
dlffuubohitrapping model for e~he diffusion or interf ace control.I
Therefore. k, could not be determined at any overotential over -2.0
the wide range studied (-0.06 to -0.8 V). The open-circuit Wotn-
Nil, anid therefore the charging potential. generally exhibited a
positive shift over the range of charging times for each overpotn- -.
NaW. This snif might Compensate Wo the increase in t. However, in
several cases. Ec changed by ý5 mV and q. was essentially con-
stant. Therefore, any effect resulting from the shift in Er appears
to be minor. instead, the invariance in q. indicates thtla negligible. -0590 -0.70 -0.60 -0.50 -040 -030 -0.20
hydrogefn enter the metal, so that %. is approximately zero. and 11fVM
therefore c6 corresponds solely to oxidation of fth adsorbed layer
of hydrogen that Is. it should Comprise only cef. The dependenc FIGURE 2. Dependence, of anodic charge on overporenraml for pure
of log q., on T) (Figure 2) is linear over a wide potential range, as titanium in acetate buflor.
expected If q. - qm- The tack of dependence at high overpoten.
"Nil probably corresponds to full coverage of the adsorbed hydro-
gefi lame. for two of the tests are typical of the overaslt results. The flux in-

creases with overpotential as a result of the dependence of J on
Titanium Grade 2 the surface coverage of M.. The variation in Ing J with n~ shown

An aniodic current transint for To grade 2 Is shown In Figure in Figure 4 is linear, as is required with the assumption that the
3. The grade 2 metal, in contrast to fth pure form, exhibits a surface Coverage respond rapidly to changes in potential
markted dependence of a,6 on 1, so trapping constants can be in both tests. ke is independent of overpotential but exhibits
evaluated In this Case. The anodic charge essentially involved abi- two values depending on the potential range At Charging poten.
soibedlhydrogen. Daetafor q.ocould be ~aledin terms of the btiasupto approximately - 0.93 V. k.IsO0.028 0.002s ".
lnfooeface control model using Equation (1) to obtain values of k. wtiereas the rean value at higher potenitals is 0.040 s- The two
and J that were IndepeNdJent of charging potential (Ec) and charg* other tests gave trapping constants of 0.036 a- and 0.042 a -' at
kVg time (t,) respectively. In accordance with previouis practice.2  high potentials. so that the mean value of k, at high potentials in
the data were analyzed only for charging times a 10 s to minimize the four tests was 0.040 z 0.004 a-. Values of q.6 calculated us-

shr-ieeffects where, for example, oxidation of the adsorbed ing k,. and J are compared with the corresponding expenmental
hydrogmn layer can make asignificantwcntribution toq.. Four dais (in - -0.70V in test 2) inFigure5. and itis evident that the
atst were performed. arid the values of k. and J given in Table 1 data agree well over the, charging time range.

100 CORROSION -February 199 1
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FIGURE 3. Anodic transient for T, grade 2 in acetate buffer. t, - 15
s: E, - - 0.742 Vsc5 . The hffl transient is not shown. FIGURE 4. Dependence of flux on ovorpotenial for Ti grade 2

TABLE 1
Values of k, and J for Titanium Grade 2

M4 V (Vecg) (a-') (nmol-cm-s') 1ea1I

1 -055 -0.614 0.029 007 0.10 6
-0.60 -0.652 0.034 0.08 4..

-0.65 -0.708 0.025 0.08 0
-0.70 -0.751 0.024 0.09 0.028 0.002
-0.75 -0.806 0.028 0.13
-0.80 -0.868 0.029 0.17
-0-85 -0.930 0029 0.22

0.0
-0.90 -1.040 0.044 0.39
-0.95 -1.062 0.04 0.44
-1.00 -1.137 0.049 0.56 0.044 " 0.002 o
-105 -1.203 0.042 0.59
-1 10 -1.283 0.044 0.69
-1.15 -1.370 0.041 0.730-

2 -0.60 -0.655 0.031 0.07 0 10 20 30 40 so 60

-0.65 -0.692 0.028 0.08 le 0)
•-0.70 -0.741 0.029 0.09 0.028 z 0.001
-0.75 -0.796 0.027 0.11 FIGURE 6. Compson of o,.onnental and ciculet anodic

-0.80 -0.857 0.027 0.14 charge data for Ti grade 2 in acetate buffer. E, - -0.742 V.

-0.85 -0.921 0.028 0.19
where k, coresponds to the wreversible trap. detected at low IT

-0.90 -0.987 0.034 0.29 and k,2 is asooaaed with the additional type of trap. The total

-0.95 -1.024 0.033 0.30 trappfn constan tk.) was taken as the mean (0.040 a-') of the
-1.00 -1.111 0.039 0.40 0.036 0.003 high I results. anY ka - 0.028 = 0.002 s-'. so k2 - 0.012 ±

-1.05 -1.182 0041 0.49
-1.10 -1.258 0.035 0.49 0.006s'.
-1.15 -1.310 0.034 0.51 Dataforthechargeratios asfunctionof k atlowoverpo-

tentials are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The .,/qý ratio for Ti grade

2 approximately follows an empnlrica Vk dependence for charging
times up to 10 s. bul shows an ncreaatng ;eviation from nriear"ty

at higher charging times, which can be atWe to the different
The increase in trapping constant at high ovefpoeftails can dependence of qT "i q on I,

be auribeo to an additional type of irreversible trap participating The ratio of q,, to q, increases with t, and the increase be-

concurrently with the irreversible traps detected at low overpoten- comes greater at higher overpotentiats (Figure 8) The increase m

bals The derdiies of the two traps are asumeod to be additr•e, q,"qc with overprAtental indicate that "hydrogen entry becomes

and therefore k, at high overpolentials can be represented by more efficient, which in turn implies that hydrogen atom recombi-

nation dunng charging on Ti grade 2 must occur electrochemically.

k. - k,,•" k*, (4) it chemical rewOmbnatbon were Irnolved. Its rate (a eI where 0 is

CORROSION-Vol. 47, No. 2 101
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1.0 -- TABLE 2
Values of N, for Titanium Grade 2

01.Elemnent dA A 3) AIN,

C 77 66 10'" 4.8 - le 71
06 N 74 7 4 ) 1023 1.4 k10 19

0 74 7.4 x I02 2.7 10" 365
Fe 124 2.6 - 1'3 8.3 le~ 316

0.4 Altough the data suggest that the principal irreversible trap
may be nitrogen. giain boundaries are anotler Possibility: how-
ever, Iin this case of steels, the trapping energy of grain bound-
aries. anid therefore their reversiblefirreversble nature, depends on

on.2 their angular onentation.' A more likely alternative is that trapping
results fronm hydride formation. Hydride decomposditio ;s expected
to be slow relative to the duration of a pulse test. and hence the
hydrogen c~an be corsidered irreversibly trapped

.1,20 -itO0 .100 -0,90 Previous work by Satohi at aI showed Mat unalloyed titanium
T1 ()absorbs hydrogen in near-neutral brine at 25 and 100*C when the

FIGURE 10. Dependence of q.,Iqý on overpolontoal for Ti grade 2s at potential is mote negative than -0.75 Va,~ ' These workers
"h~h overpotenbals and charging ftmes of 20 and 40 s. found that only~ ttwin surface hydride films form at potentials more

positive tman -1.0 Vsc&, but extensive hydride formation may oc-
cut at more negative potentialts Traps corresponding to the forma-

Titanium Grade 2 tion of a surface hydride, could be expected to saturate at poten-
The irreversible trapping constants (k, and k)for Ti grade 2 bal approaching the commencement of accelerated hydride,

can be approximated to the apparent trapping contants on the formation because of the decreasing availability of free titanium in
baisofth lwditfusivity ofhydrogen intitaniumn and th close- Vi v~iciity othsufc.Trap strto ol edt

ness in the composition of grade 2 and pure titanium. The ddusiv- decrease in k, with increasing overpotential, but such a decrease
Ity of hydrogen in n-Ti over the temnperature range 250 to 100C is is not observed Therefore, If seems more likely that ritrogen.
exrs by rather than surface hydride formation or g.-ain bounidaries, acts as

the ~pa tra atlow overpotentials The additional trapping
0 - ), 0-6 xp j-6050 =3350j Ml- '/ST)2S-1(5) constant (k2) obtaiined at high overpotentials (E. < -0.93 Vsc5 ) is
0 6 10exp~-O2O ±330Jmr'/~~m~ 5) proaly associated wmthe acoeleralod formation ofhydrides.

Moreover, the decrease in q,,/qc in this potential region is consis-
which gives a value of 1.65 ), 10-'G m2 s- at 25*C. Because of tent with the presence of a partial barrer to hydrogen entry and
the diffusivity and comnposition factors, the diflusivities for the pure provides support for the formation of a thick hydride layer
arid commercial grades are assumed to differ negligibly, so that

D.- D,. and therefore k - k.. Hence. ki, - 0-028 = 0.002 s-' Comparison of Trapping Constants
and k 2 -0.012 = 0.006 s -1 The irreversible trapping constants for Ti grade 2 are com-

The trapping at low overpotentiats as reflected by the value pared with those obtained previoucVy for a range of alioys shown
of 0.028 s-' for ki, could be associated with either the minor ele- in Table 3. Although various metallurgical factors are involved, the
mrinets (C. N. 0, and Fe) or structural defects such as grain bound- susceptibiulity to hydrogen emnbrittlemnent does appear to follow the
aries arid dislocations in the titanium Equation (3) was used to trapping capability of the alloy as represented by the irreversibe
calculate the density of irreversible trap& from k., by aasurriing trapping constant. This correlation has been discussed earlier for
that the pnincipal type of trap was one of Inc minor elements. Th that steels and nickel-base alloys listed-3
appopriate atomic radius was thirelore used as the trap radius
(d) and the diameter (a) of the titanium atom was taken as 290 From thexoder of the trappinrg Constants. "ti susceptibility of
pm. The values of N, and the atomic concentration (A) of the ale- Ti grade 2 to hydrogen emnbrittiemeont at low levels of hydrogen is
merits are given in Table 2 The ratio A/N, represents the level ,,t predicted to be comparable to that of lncoioY21 925 (tINS N09925)
agreement between the atomic concentration and the trap derisity and MP35N (UNS R"035) Hydride precipitates can be observed
"Icalclaed on the basis of the appropriate element. in Ti grade 2 at hydrogen ooncenrtrations above - 100 ppmn by

In all cases except nitrogen. A/N, is large enough to discount *e"ht. but they do not cause gross embrittlement of the tit~aniujm
these elements as the principal irreversible trap. even allowing for until hydrogen levels exceed 500 to 600 ppm." Similarly.
the uncertainty in the hydrogen diffusn~ty. which could vary N. by a gas-Phase charging studies of Incoloy 903 have shown that pro-
factor of almost four. Moreover, oxygen is known to reduce the 1crigad expjosure is required to alccumnulatei enouh hydrogen to
solubility of hydrogen in titanium.' which suggests that oxygen is red"c ductility"' Iricoloy 925 is likely to behave similarly to the
unlikely to be a potential trap, this is consistent with the above re- 903 grade, so the trapping constant for Ii grade 2 is consistent
sults. However, a reasonable correlation exists for nitrogen. partic- wftth that of Incoloy 925 in terms of hydrogen embtrittlement resis-
utarty because the uncertainty factor means that the calculated laire in that relatively long exposure times are required in each
trap density may be no more than five times larger than the actual case for the hydrogen concentration 1o exceed the level necessary
concentration of nitrugen atoms Interestingly. among the intersti- to degrade the mechanical properties. Furthermore, the higher
bats, nitrogen is particularly effeactive in reducing the ductility of trappling constant (0.040 s-') associated witri the occurrence of
titnum.'~i which coincides, with its apparent role as ithe pnncipat significant hydride formation coincides with fth increasing suscep-
irreversible trap. Hence, nitrogen may strongly affect Ithe suscePti- Utility to emnbrittlement with hydrogen concentration.
bilty of Ti grade 2 to hydrogen embrittlement throuh its combined _______

influence on brdtteness and hydrogen tiapping. "'ircob is a trale. nan, of W= Akys inemaiolce Inc . Huriotowi VIV

CORROSIONl-Vol. 47, No. 2 103
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*TABLE 2 O The irreversible trapping constants for Ti, grade 2 are consts-
irreversible Trapping Constants tent With~ Its relative SwSMcip~bliy to hydrogen embstrtemeriet From

the order of the trapping constants, Ti grade 2 at low levels of hy-

AN~y kdroge is Predicted to be comparable to Incoloy 925 and MP35N
AISY(a~' lin tenrms of hydrogen embritilement resistance

4340 steel 4.0 = 0.5 Wi The presence of multpl irreversible traps involving interstitial
ISNi (300) rnaragring steel 1.50 = 1.05 elements (or grain boundanies) and hydnide formation c,&n be dis-
Iriconel 718 0.128 = 0.024 tnuse yuigtadfuinrpigmdl
Mortel K-500 0 040 ± 0.010t'lUhebyungttdfuo/raigmdl
'M grafe 2 (high H) 0.040 = 0.006
Inooloy M2 0.034 0 0004ACN W EG NTTogrWe*2 (low II) 0026 = 0.002ACNW EG NT
MP35N 0.026 t 0.002 Financial support of this work by the u S Office of Naval Re-

search under Contract N00014-W6C-02331 is gratefully
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